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DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

CABINET ADVISORY PANEL A 
 

MINUTES of the meeting of the Cabinet Advisory Panel A held on Monday 21 
February 2022 at 7.00 pm. 

 
PRESENT: 
 

Councillor D E Hunnisett (Chairman) 
Councillor D Butler-Ruhle 
Councillor S P Butterfill 
Councillor L A Canham 
Councillor P Cutler 
Councillor L H K Edie 
Councillor B Garden 
Councillor S N Gosine 
Councillor T A Maddison 
Councillor V Oguntope 
Councillor Mrs J A Ozog 
Councillor E E Palmer 
Councillor M I Peters 
 

ABSENT: Councillor R Gosine 
Councillor D T Nicklen 
Councillor D J Reynolds 
 

ALSO PRESENT:   
 

 
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillors R Gosine and 
D J Reynolds. 
 

2. ITEMS DRAWN DOWN FOR DEBATE  
 
The Chairman advised Members that no items had been drawn down for 
debate from Parts B, C and D of the agenda. 
 
Accordingly Members endorsed the officer recommendations in the following 
items: 
 
12 Extension of the Transitional Relief and Supporting Small Business Rates 

Relief Scheme 2022/23 

13 Council Tax Discounts for Unoccupied and Unfurnished Dwellings and Long 
Term Empty Premium 

14 Write-off of National Non-Domestic Rates 

15 Calendar of meetings of the General Assembly of the Council, Committees, 
Boards and Panels 2022-24 

16 Report of Delegated action under Standing Order 38: Decarbonisation Works 
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to Public Buildings 

17 Committee minutes  
 

 Policy Overview Committee on 14 December 2021 
 Strategic Housing Board on 28 January 2022. 

A Write-off of National Non-Domestic Rates – Exempt Appendix A 
 

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
There were no declarations of interest in items for discussion. 
 

4. CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE CABINET 
HELD ON 27 JANUARY 2022  
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel noted the minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet 
held on 27 January 2022. 
 

5. URGENT ITEMS  
 
There were no urgent items. 
 

6. REFERENCES FROM COMMITTEES  
 
There were no references from other committees. 
 

7. DRAFT BUDGET 2022/23 AND FEES AND CHARGES 2022/23  
 
The Head of Finance presented a report on the proposed Revenue and 
Capital Budgets for 2022-23, including setting the overall level of General 
Fund and Housing Revenue Account revenue and capital expenditure for 
Dartford Borough Council for 2022/23,  the level of Council Tax for Dartford 
Borough in its parished and unparished areas for 2022/23, fees and charges 
for 2022/23, and  approving the Pay Policy Statement and sundry related 
matters. The Cabinet was asked to agree certain matters within its remit, 
including setting fees and charges and the HRA rents, and to recommend the 
budget to the GAC (Budget) for approval.  
 
The Chairman congratulated officers on the preparation of the budget 
proposals and noted that these reflected the Council’s prudent approach to 
budgeting over many years which had stood the Council in good stead during 
recent national challenges. He noted that no increase was proposed for the 
Dartford Borough Council element of council tax and that rents for Council 
social housing were also to be frozen. 
 
A Member said that whilst it was proposed to increase staff salaries by 2% 
this did not appear to be reflected in the budget for staffing for Planning & 
Development Control which seemed broadly the same for 2022/23 as in the 
current year, and wondered whether this meant that there had been some 
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reduction in actual staffing. He also wondered why there had been no 
increase in Planning fees and charges. The Head of Finance explained that 
the overall figures for staffing across the entire budget were composed of 
many elements. In the specific example mentioned there were other factors 
such as some staff being funded by a Crossrail grant in the current year and 
the use of agency/contracted staff but that these could not necessarily be 
included in core budgets. The Chairman provided clarification on Planning 
fees which he said were largely set by the Government. 
 
A Member also noted that the charge for bulky waste collection was being 
increased from £30 to £35 and was concerned  that this could be a dis-
incentive to responsible behaviour and could result in more fly-tipping. The 
Head of Finance explained that it was important for the Council to cover the 
costs of its services, that the charge was in line with charges made by 
neighbouring authorities and that Dartford had a good track record of 
addressing fly-tipping. Another Member also noted that KCC had researched 
this issue and found that a small increase in charges was unlikely to result in 
an increase in fly-tipping.  
 
A Member noted that the Council was receiving over £3M in New Homes 
Bonus and said that c.£2M of this was being transferred to reserves but asked 
what the remaining £1M would be used for. The Head of Finance explained 
that, basically, all of the Council’s New Homes Bonus, £2.17M, was being 
placed into reserves but that the Council also received Lower Tier Service 
Grant which was also making a contribution to reserves. 
 
A Member welcomed the decision not to increase council tax but noted that 
some residents had flagged up their desire to see better street cleansing, 
greater subsidy for leisure facilities and parking and road safety issues in 
response to the public consultation on the outline budget proposals, and 
wondered whether a lack of increase in council tax could result in concerns 
developing in these areas. The Director of Housing & Public Protection said 
that he would need to look carefully at the results of the public consultation 
but  that he wasn’t aware of any service issues and that budgets were able to 
deliver the Council’s service delivery targets. There would be no degredation 
of services as a result of not increasing council tax.   
 
A Member welcomed the freezing of council rents but wondered what effect 
the loss of potential additional rental income could have. The Director of 
Housing & Public Protection confirmed that there would be an impact as the 
HRA was ring-fenced but at the end of the day this had been considered the 
right thing to do in current circumstances. He said that the Council could 
afford to do this, without any loss in service, because of the robust way in 
which the HRA had been managed over many years. 
 
The Shadow Leader of the Council said that whilst welcoming aspects of the 
budget he and his group had only recently received the budget proposals and 
reserved their right to comment fully at the General Assembly of the Council 
(Budget) meeting.      
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The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations in the report. 
 

8. PROPOSALS FOR PUBLIC SPACES PROTECTION ORDER THE 
DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL PUBLIC SPACES PROTECTION 
ORDER 2022 - NUISANCE VEHICLES - BOROUGH OF DARTFORD  
 
The Community Safety Officer presented a report which set out a proposal to 
implement Part 4, Section 59 of the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing 
Act 2014 to make a Public Spaces Protection Order (PSPO), to supress the 
growing incidents of traffic offences and associated anti-social behaviour 
occurring principally due to nuisance vehicles across the Borough. The report 
described the nuisance caused by the gathering of motor cars in car parks 
and other public places which were then driven along the arterial road system 
in such a manner and volume to cause significant alarm, harassment and 
distress to other road users, most notably in the area around Crossways 
Boulevard, and the use of vehicles and motorcycles on private land without 
the landlord’s permission driven in a manner causing alarm, harassment and 
distress to residents, often by people under the age of 18. The report outlined 
the existing enforcement powers available and how they were applied, and 
detailed the advantages that introducing a Public Spaces Protection Order 
could offer to deter and control these activities. The report detailed the next 
steps, including consultation with the Police, the Police & Crime 
Commissioner, other relevant authorities, including Kent County Council and 
Parish Councils, and community stakeholders. Despite the significant 
challenge of implementing such a scheme, it was felt that the level of 
community upset demonstrated within the data justified the making of a Public 
Spaces Protection Order, which would prohibit a range of behaviours 
evidenced over the past 12 months within the Borough. The aim would be to 
exert greater control on anti-social behaviour related to certain vehicle 
gatherings, the manner of driving and riding on land other than roads, in 
circumstances which were both unnecessary and damaging to the quality of 
life of many residents. 

Members thanked the Community Safety Officer for his comprehensive 
presentation. 

A Member asked whether land at Dartford Heath and Joydens Wood would 
be covered by the PSPO and it was confirmed that it would be covered. 

A Member also asked whether the police would support enforcement activities 
under the PSPO and was advised that, whilst not seeking to pre-empt their 
response to the consultation, the local police had been very supportive during 
the development of the proposals. The Community Safety Officer made it 
clear however that there were some aspects of law enforcement, such as 
speeding on local roads, that would not be enforced by council officers and 
would more appropriately be a matter for the police. 

A Member asked whether powers under the PSPO might be applicable to 
large radio-controlled vehicles which were becoming an increasing nuisance 
on public land. The Community Safety Officer explained that the definition 
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used in the PSPO for off-road vehicles included ‘mechanically propelled 
vehicles’ and might therefore be applicable. 

The Chairman asked whether the PSPO might also assist with dealing with 
ASB around schools. 

The Enforcement & Regulatory Services Manager reminded Members of the 
success of the Council’s ground-breaking ASB activity around 4 schools in the 
borough, in addition to mobile CCTV activity, which had resulted in a 
considerable reduction in ASB in these areas. He invited Members to join his 
team to observe these measures in the Community Safety Unit.   

    

The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 

 
9. CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT  

 
The Director of Housing & Public Protection presented a report which 
proposed the introduction of a requirement for climate change impact 
assessments to be carried out as part of the service design and report 
formulation process for all future committee reports. This would put a clear 
focus on the impact of the Council’s actions on climate change at the heart of 
all future decision making and make it a ‘golden thread’ in the decision making 
process. It was intended to ensure that potential climate change implications 
were recognised in every area of Council policy. In future officers would be 
required to carry out a mandatory climate impact assessment and to detail 
this in the risk assessment section of each report. The assessment would 
include positive as well as negative impacts, and would identify potential 
mitigations and would be a step towards the introduction of a Climate Change 
hub. This would also be embedded in the Council’s risk management 
processes. 
 
A Member welcomed the actions already being taken by the Council to 
address climate change and the fact that these would now be consolidated 
into the Council’s decision making processes. She welcomed the Action plan 
which would grow and develop over time but constituted a good start. 
 
In response to a question, the Director of Housing & Public Protection 
informed Members that the council was carrying out a comprehensive tree 
planting programme and that he would supply details to the Member 
concerned.  
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 

10. RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY REVIEW 2021  
 
The Chief Officer & Director of Corporate Services presented a report which 
sought Cabinet approval for a new risk Management Strategy and associated 
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Risk Management Guidance. The Strategy had last been reviewed in 2015 
and a thorough review had now been carried out to produce the new Strategy 
which set out the Council’s approach to risk management and the practices 
that it would adopt to ensure effective governance of the risk management 
process to assist with achieving the Council’s strategic and operational 
objectives, and also set out the approach where matters might be outside the 
Council’s ‘risk appetite’. It had also been recognised that the Council’s 
existing risk register was too complex and also needed to be reviewed. This 
would be done once the new Strategy and Guidance had been agreed. The 
new Strategy and Guidance had been endorsed by the Audit Board on 26 
January 2022. 
 
The Chairman asked whether there would be additional burdens on local 
event organisers in terms of requirements to carry out risk assessments but 
was advised that the Strategy and Guidance only applied to Council risk 
management.  
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 

11. PROPOSED RESPONSE TO THE CONSULTATION ON THE 
INTRODUCTION OF TENANT SATISFACTION MEASURES BY THE 
REGULATOR OF SOCIAL HOUSING  
 
The Head of Housing presented a report which detailed a consultation being 
carried out by the Regulator of Social Housing seeking views on its proposals 
to introduce tenant satisfaction measures (TMS’s) as part of implementing 
changes to consumer regulation set out in the Government’s ‘The Charter for 
Social Housing Residents: Social Housing White Paper. The Social Housing 
White Paper set out what every social housing resident should be able to 
expect from their landlord under seven broad themes and  also set out a 
requirement for social housing landlords to report on a set of tenant 
satisfaction measures to the Regulator of Social Housing (RSH). The 
measures would provide data about social housing landlords’ performance 
and the quality of their services to help tenants hold their landlord to account 
and help the RSH in its future consumer regulation role. On 9 December 
2021, the RSH published its consultation on the proposed set of tenant 
satisfaction measures (TSMs), which were intended to come into effect in 
2023. Currently there were 22 TSMs which reflected the themes in the White 
Paper, made up of 12 measures generated from tenant perception surveys, 
and 10 measures generated from management information held by the 
landlord which would be reported annually. 
 
Registered providers would be required to collect information specified by the 
Regulator relating to their performance against the tenant satisfaction 
measures and to publish their performance against the tenant satisfaction 
measures each year. They would also need to submit information specified by 
the Regulator relating to their performance against those measures and to 
ensure that information was accurate and submitted in accordance with the 
Regulator’s requirements. The Council’s proposed response to the 
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consultation, which was due by 3 March 2022, was submitted for 
consideration. 
 
The Chairman asked whether the Housing Department would need additional 
resources to deal with the new requirements. The Head of Housing said that 
this was uncertain as the detail of what might be involved was still not known, 
but was likely to focus on performance, and that an additional officer had 
already been put in place. 
 
A Member raised some concern about the obligations placed on an aging 
tenant community to maintain properties to the expected standard and felt that 
more empathy with tenants might be needed on occasion according to their 
circumstances. 
 
The Director of Housing & Public Protection stressed that the Council was 
already an empathetic and supportive landlord but that there would always 
need to be a balance between the responsibilities of the tenant and the 
landlord. Staff were well resourced and the Estates Team had been 
strengthened to provide support to tenants where needed. He stressed, 
however, that the Council was reliant upon information provided by tenants. 
The Council had also introduced measures such as ‘Contractor Concern 
cards,’ whereby contractors could flag any issues, to improve the availability 
of information to the Council. Officers would also act on any referrals made by 
Members and there were other channels of communication such as the 
Advocacy service. 
 
The Head of Housing explained that although the Council often had no direct 
contact with c.1,000 of its 4,400 properties during a year, other than the 
annual gas inspections, it carried out a conscious exercise to contact all 
tenants every two years and there were also various other points of contact, 
such as the ‘handyman’ service.       
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 

12. EXTENSION OF THE TRANSITIONAL RELIEF AND SUPPORTING SMALL 
BUSINESS RATES RELIEF SCHEME 2022/23  
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 

13. COUNCIL TAX DISCOUNTS FOR UNOCCUPIED AND UNFURNISHED 
DWELLINGS AND LONG TERM EMPTY PREMIUM  
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 

14. WRITE-OFF OF NATIONAL NON-DOMESTIC RATES  
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The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 

15. CALENDAR OF MEETINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE 
COUNCIL, COMMITTEES, BOARDS AND PANELS 2022-24  
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 

16. DELEGATED ACTION TAKEN UNDER STANDING ORDER 38: 
DECARBONISATION WORKS TO PUBLIC BUILDINGS  
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 

17. COMMITTEE MINUTES  
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 

18. WRITE-OFF OF NATIONAL NON-DOMESTIC RATES - EXEMPT 
APPENDIX A (EXEMPT CATEGORY SO 46(1)(B) ANNEX 1 PARAGRAPH 
3)  
 
The Cabinet Advisory Panel endorsed the recommendations contained in the 
report. 
 
 
The meeting closed at 8.02 pm 
 

 

  
 
 

Councillor D E Hunnisett 
CHAIRMAN 

 
 
 

(a) FIELD 
(b) FIELD_TITLE 


